Why I Am Both Spiritual and Religious

Like most moms, Amy Julia Beckers days begin early and busy--bottles and breakfast, dishes
and dirty laundry--and she doesnt settle down all day. How to understand the purpose of such
a life? I long for a sense of meaning to undergird the tedium of housekeeping and the demands
of caring for small children, she writes. But I ignore or deny those longings because to pay
attention seems impractical, indulgent, and nearly impossible.Whats the answer? Becker,
whose writing on parenthood has appeared in the New York Times, Parents, Christianity
Today, and Patheos, addresses the problem of soul-draining stress with a surprising answer:
Become both spiritual and religious. While being spiritual but not religious is a dominant trend
among todays seekers, Becker shows how true peace and solutions for life can be found in
drawing on the strengths of both spiritual practices and religious doctrines and disciplines.
Why I Am Both Spiritual and Religious is a powerful primer on finding peace amidst chaos
and strength from within weakness, and Becker is a reliable guide on the frenetic journey of
contemporary life.* * * * * Praise for Amy Julia Beckers Why I Am Both Spiritual and
Religious Most of us, depending on our leanings, have an aversion to either religion or
spirituality. Some of us cringe at both. Aware of this burden we bear, Becker s reflections
point readers toward the One in whom they can find life and...at last...rest. --Margot Starbuck,
author of Small Things with Great Love, Unsqueezed, and The Girl in the Orange DressWhy I
Am Both Spiritual and Religious is a captivating read. In it, Amy Julia Becker teases out the
reasons behind our culture’s weary disappointment in both religion and spirituality. She then
describes what “spirit-filled religion” is like and details the gifts of true rest and purpose such
practice yields.--Jennifer Grant, author of Love You More and MOMumentalWhat a
wonderful book! In a world where so many want to separate religion from spirituality, Amy
Julia Becker makes the case for why they can can must co-exist. Becker masterfully blends her
beautiful storytelling with deep wisdom and offers readers a look at the wonders available to
us when we learn to be still and know God by embracing all that religion and spirituality have
to offer.--Caryn Rivadeneira, author of Grumble Hallelujah and Mamas Got a Fake IDI was
certain that Amy Julia Becker would write a thoughtful, insightful meditation on the topic of
religious spirituality, and she did not disappoint. As a fellow mother of three, I especially
resonated with her anecdotes and reflections on the challenges of developing a relationship
with the God of all ages when one is in the trenches of mothering young children. But parent
or not, you will find your heart, soul, strength, and mind nourished by the wisdom of Beckers
words. I highly recommend this book!--Helen Lee, author of The Missional Mom; founding
member of the Redbud Writers GuildHelen LeeAuthor, The Missional MomCo-founder,
Redbud Writers Guild
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Are you Spiritual, Religious, or Both? - Feb 16, 2016 There are many great things about
the Im spiritual but not religious movement: the desire to escape oppressive hierarchies and
abusive What is the difference between religion and spirituality? Nov 7, 2015 I am a
Christian that understands the difference between being Spiritual and Religious and choose to
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embrace both. I am both. I do both. What Does It Mean to Be a Spiritual Person? HuffPost
Apr 8, 2012 But Im starting to realize that religion and spirituality are not opposed to each
other. Rather, they are two poles on a continuum, and both reflect Im not religious. Im
spiritual. - The UC Observer Oct 4, 2015 Oftentimes, when asked about their faith, people
will answer Im spiritual but not religious. I think what is usually meant by this is that the Im
Spiritual, Not Religious - The Praying Woman Spiritual but not religious (SBNR) is a
popular phrase and initialism used to self-identify a life . Professor of Theology, Linda
Mercadante, sees both spirituality and religion as consisting of four basic components: beliefs,
desire, rituals, and Why I Am Religious and Not Just Spiritual HuffPost Dec 14, 2014 Im
Spiritual *and* Religious. Humans are social creatures and when I play with others, Im . Both
together get to the desired destination. Dogmatic and Spiritual Religion Psychology Today
Nov 4, 2014 Though Buddhism most closely resonates with me and though Im attracted to If
you, like me, consider yourself “spiritual but not religious,” what does .. that we dont need to
be either/or but both/and when on the path of life. The Quest for Meaning and Wholeness:
Spiritual and Religious - Google Books Result Dec 21, 2015 People often confuse
spirituality with religion. People can be both religious and spiritual, but it is also possible to be
religious without being Are You “Spiritual But Not Religious?” Lissa Rankin The icy
patches on the mountain reflect the significant obstacles that both psychologists and This
describes how clients spiritual/religious identity development is a “I am sorry you had to feel
that way that you feel so abandoned and alone. Seven ways to be both spiritual and religious
- TeamRCIA Apr 16, 2017 These are the famous “spiritual but not religious,” philosophically
the Also, much of what Im saying about Buddhism also applies to the contemplative traditions
of The mind is the source of both our suffering and our joy. Spirituality and religion: Can
you have one without the other Dec 5, 2012 Im spiritual, not religious” I wish I had a back
massage for every time Ive heard this line. I have found the phrase, “I am spiritual, not
religious,” and its .. Those that love God, even those who use phrases that are both “Im
spiritual, not religious” Eric Hydes Blog Jan 30, 2015 Seven ways to be both spiritual and
religious Religion makes you bow — spirituality sets you free This one is 100% true, and Im
glad. Spiritual and Religious: The Benefits of Being Both Thinking Faith Oct 17, 2012
But I do want to talk about why I am both spiritual and religious. I am spiritual because while
work and the things work buys are necessary, they 4 Reasons Why Im Religious, But Not
Spiritual HuffPost Dec 19, 2014 How can religion generate both savagery and nobility?
Although Im not religious myself, one of the contemporary figures I admire most is Are You
Spiritual or Religious? Does it Matter? Psychology Today Aug 16, 2013 16, 2013 5:00
a.m. The term spiritual but not religious has, over the last decade, evolved Because it doesnt
matter what church Im in. . people in Ammermans sample were either both spiritual and
religious or neither. Spiritual but not religious - Wikipedia What religion and spirituality
have in common is that they both can be false methods of having a relationship with God.
Religion tends to substitute the heartless 3 Catholic practices for the “spiritual but not
religious” - Aleteia Nov 16, 2012 But if spiritual is fashionable, religious is as unfashionable.
This is usually expressed as follows: Im spiritual but just not religious. Its even Why I Am
Both Spiritual And Religious HuffPost Why I am Both Spiritual and Religious.
WhyIAmBothSpiritualandReligious Like most moms, Amy Julia Beckers days begin early and
busy–bottles and breakfast, Why I Am Both Spiritual and Religious by Amy Julia Becker
each day,good or bad, as a gift” and“I am thankful for all that has happened to me. Generally
speaking, those whocharacterize themselves as both spiritual and religious but not spiritual, or
neither spiritual norreligious (see Figure 6.1). Mar 19, 2012 This essay is adapted from a
longer ebook, Why I am Both Spiritual and Religious. Amy Julia Becker is also the author of
A Good and Perfect Spiritual But Not Religious? It Just Doesnt Work. HuffPost A
“religious experience” was generally understood to mean a “spiritual experience” one was at
home with the other. As the I am both spiritual and religious. Why I Am Both Spiritual and
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Religious - Kindle edition by Amy Julia “Spirituality of” books line Christian bookshelves
and are applied to both activities and objects, like gardening and wine. Spiritual practices such
as meditation Why I Am More Spiritual Than Religious - Spectrum Magazine Why I am
Both Spiritual and Religious – Amy Julia Becker Nov 16, 2015 This shows me that
Hannah is both spiritual and religious. She trusts God deeply, demonstrating this by going to
the temple and praying so Why Im Spiritual *and* Religious. - Patheos Jan 19, 2012 Why
I Am Both Spiritual and Religious has 5 ratings and 0 reviews. Like most moms, Amy Julia
Beckers days begin early and busy--bottles and 10 Reasons Buddhism is for the
Spiritual-But-Not-Religious - Lions Jan 4, 2016 I am religious, and I am convinced that my
religion helps me to know, love I am aided by the prayers of billions - both on earth and in
Heaven. Unearthing My Religion: Real Talk about Real Faith - Google Books Result
Hence, as long as I am taking care of my “inner self” by being “spiritual” then I dont need to
be religious (by practicing some form of organized religion). I want to Psychologists
Experience of Spiritual and Religious Material in - Google Books Result May 16, 2017
When I tell other Adventists that I am more spiritual than religious, I sometimes feel like a
walking cliche. When I read Lillian Daniels article Spirituality With Religion Is To Be Still
and to Know HuffPost Why I Am Both Spiritual and Religious is a powerful primer on
finding peace amidst chaos and strength from within weakness, and Becker is a reliable guide
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